
Empowering everyday women to design a home they love
and tackle the big projects — without fear or intimidation.
These conversations help you dream up a beautifully lived-
in home.
 
Host Cara Newhart sits down with amazingly brilliant
guests for conversations that dive deeper than pin-worthy
rooms to tease out the essentials of creating spaces that
feed your soul and inspire your creativity.
 
Cara is the designer and Chief Creative Enthusiast behind
Never Skip Brunch. Her work has been featured in print
publications like PEOPLE StyleWatch and Denver Style
Magazine. As an influencer, Cara has collaborated with
brands like Amazon, H&M, Twitter, Tempur-Pedic and
Thrillist.
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listen on:



P O D C A S T S ?
why

“Podcast [ads] were more than twice as successful than banner ads in driving…
brand awareness and ad recall.” – Slate, 2017

P O D C A S T  A D S
leveraging

“80% of listeners were able to name at least one brand advertised within a
podcast episode, unaided. By comparison, full-page takeover display ads result
in a 45% recall rate on mobile, and only 35% on desktop.”- Midroll, 2016

 “Podcasts seem to show engagement that other media would envy: Listeners are
forming bonds and happy to respond.” – AdAge, 2015

in "podcasts are doing 
to advertising what 
uber has done to
transportation"

-forbes
americans listen to

podcasts each month
source: edison research

"podcasts create ridiculous
levels of engagement"
-fast company 1%

report buying a product
based on a podcast ad

source: midroll
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target audience WHO OWN OR RENT
THEIR HOME

2 5 - 4 0
w o m e n  a g e s

who describe their style as: modern,
bohemian, eclectic or mid-mod 

podcast@neverskipbrunch.com

get in touchnotable guests

leanne ford
HGTV STAR + DESIGNER

karianne wood
5X AUTHOR + BLOGGER

liz marie galvan
AUTHOR + BLOGGER

Obsessed

Cara is hilarious & has
such incredible insight

I just listened to [the] podcast...so
good! I'm finally starting to feel
confident about some of my color
[choices] to start moving forward.

[The Podcast] is 
 SO good

100% five-star 
itunes ratings

L I S T E N E R S  S A Y I N G ?
what are 

Honest, down to earth, and
approachable tips for
designing gorgeous spaces

sarah karakaian
DESIGNER & AIR BNB EXPERT

bari j
NATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED ARTIST

are interested in interior design, decor, & DIY  in terms
of decorating their own home
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episode sponsorship options © 2019 never skip brunch ltd.

20-30 second pre-roll ad, recognizing the sponsor + teasing the product or
service being promoted
80-120 second mid-roll ad with a more in depth explanation of the product or
service, the benefits, and where listeners can go to purchase or for out more
information
Brand-focused graphic included in the show notes blog post for the episode,
linking to desired landing page for listeners

     *Episode sponsorship is exclusive to one brand per episode

sponsored episode

a post dedicated to your brand to leverage visual aspects of the
product or service, professional photography provided for gifted
products or services.
Available platforms include Instagram, Pinterest, and facebook.

 

social post add-on

15-20 second pre-roll ad 
60-80 second mid-roll ad
Show notes Banner 
Dedicated Instagram & Pinterest Posts

 

full package

Brand-focused graphic included in the shownotes blog post for the episode,
linking to desired landing page for listeners.
Graphics are designed in-house, but can be created to fit branding guidelines
+ sent for brand approval before going live.
Includes brand logo, relevant imagery, and option to add a coupon or
discount code.

15-20 second ad at the beginning of the episode, mentioning the brand,
product offering + link where listeners can purchase or find out more
Includes a copy mention in the show notes with link 

      *no image, can be added with the show notes banner option

pre-roll ad spot

O P P O R T U N I T I E S
sponsorship

60-80 second ad in the middle OR at the end of the episode with an in
depth explanation of the product or service, the benefits, and where
listeners can go to purchase or for more information
*no image, can be added with the show notes banner option

mid-roll/post-roll 
     ad spot

For podcast sponsorship, we offer the opportunity to choose from pre-roll, mid-roll , and 
post-roll ads, or fully sponsor an episode with both. Amplification options include a branded 
banner link in the show notes and social posting to @neverskipbrunch channels. 
Ad copy and graphics are crafted collaboratively with the brand and read by the host.
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